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News from RFS 

 

RFS launches user-friendly online 
catalog of products and solutions 
  
The new e-catalog gives people faster and easier 
access to the latest RFS product and solution 
information.   

 
Colombes (France), October 4, 2013 – Radio 
Frequency Systems (RFS), the global wireless and 
broadcast infrastructure specialist, has launched 
a new online catalog that lets visitors to 
rfsworld.com quickly and easily find the latest 
RFS product and solution information and 
discover new products.  

 
Called the e-catalog, the web-based tool gives people new ways to customize their search for product 
and solution content and new ways to organize and save documents of interest. The e-catalog is 
designed for ease-of-use with intuitive navigation, built-in instructions and drop-down selection menus. 
 
Content in the e-catalog is continuously updated so people are always accessing the latest 
information. In addition, the five newest RFS products are always highlighted on the e-catalog home 
page to help people discover RFS’ most recent product advances. Other key features of the e-catalog 
include: 

 Search filters that allow people to narrow or expand their search based on product type, 
product line, product size, frequency range and other characteristics that are unique to each 
product category. 

 A comparative tool that presents the attributes of selected products side-by-side for feature 
comparisons at-a-glance. 

 A personal e-catalog called “My e-Catalog” that functions like an online basket, saving 
brochures and data sheets of interest. All of the content in the personalized e-catalog can be 
indexed and downloaded as a single, paginated pdf document with a table of contents at any 
time.  

 Single-click access to related products and documents. 

 A search tool that allows people to find products and solutions based on a full or partial 
description or model number.     

 
The RFS e-catalog is available from almost anywhere on rfsworld.com: To access the e-catalog, 
visitors to the site can simply: 

 Click on the Products & Solutions heading 

 Click on the Product Finder heading 

 Choose dataXpress Productfinder in the QuickLinks drop-down menu 

 Use the search box that is available at the top of every rfsworld.com web page 
 
The new e-catalog replaces the previous product and solution section and dataXpress Productfinder 
on rfsworld.com and the DVD e-catalog.  
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Trademarks: RFS® is a registered trademark of Radio Frequency Systems. All other trademarks are 
the property of their respective owners. 

 
About RFS 
Radio Frequency Systems (RFS) is a global designer and manufacturer of cable, antenna and tower 
systems, plus active and passive RF conditioning modules, providing total-package solutions for 
outdoor and indoor wireless infrastructure.  
 
RFS serves OEMs, distributors, system integrators, operators and installers in the broadcast, wireless 
communications, land-mobile and microwave market sectors. As an ISO compliant organization with 
manufacturing and customer service facilities that span the globe, RFS offers cutting-edge engineering 
capabilities, superior field support and innovative product design. RFS is a leader in wireless 
infrastructure. 
 
For more information: www.rfsworld.com; Follow us on Twitter (www.twitter/RFSworld.com) 
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